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 Feedback request subheader 

Yongseok Jin, Bin-chul Ihm and Jinyoung Chun 
 LG Electronics 

 
  
 

1. Introduction 
In the current spec, The BS requires several feedback values from MSS for optimizing DL channel state. The required 

several feedback values are decided by BS through the Feedback Type field. The Feedback types are described 
according to Table 7b. The BS uses Fast-feedback allocation subheader and CQICH_allocation IE to assign UL Fast 
feedback channel to MSS, it also uses Feedback Polling IE to assign UL resource to MSS.  

    
As mentioned above, there are several methods for receiving Feedback values. 

   
- First, the BS sends Fast-feedback allocation subheader that includes the requested Feedback type and the allocation 

offset in the UL Fast-feedback channel to MSS. An MSS reports the Feedback values through UL Fast-feedback channel 
at the UL sub-frame of two frames ahead of the current frame 

 
- Second, the BS sends CQICH_allocation IE that contains requested Feedback type, reporting period, and the 

allocation offset in the UL Fast-feedback channel to MSS. An MSS reports the Feedback values through UL Fast-
feedback channel periodically. 

 
- Third, the BS sends Feedback Polling IE that contains requested Feedback type, reporting period, and the duration 

in UL slot. An MSS reports Feedback values through the single Feedback header.   
 
 
However, when BS requests Feedback values through CQICH_allocation_IE or Fast feedback allocation subheader, it 

can develop several problems 
  
- First, Using the CQICH_allocation_IE or the Feedback Polling IE, DL-MAP or UL-MAP may enlarge, respectively.  
- Second, Using the Fast feedback allocation subheader, it is not enough to express all feedback types. Also, it is hard  
for MSS to report large amount of Feedback values through assigned Fast feedback channel. 
- Third, the BS needs to control the polling time when an MSS start reporting Feedback values. Because MSS may 
need CINR measurement time more than fixed frame.    
 
So, we propose to add another method for allocation UL resource and for indicating various Feedback contents with 

Feedback request subheader when there is data packet in MSS. Also, this subheader contains the frame offset to indicate 
where allocation should be applied in frame.  
 
 
 
 
 

2. Proposed Text Change 
     

We propose the following, 
 

-The suggestion is to use the ESF (Extended Subheader Field) (defined in C802.16e-05/023) while retaining the 
regular Generic MAC header. 
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11.20 Mini-TLV Encodings 
  

Table 11.20.2 
Type Name Length 

(Octets) 
Description 

0b0100 Feedback Request subheader 2 See 11.20.4 
0b0100-0b1111 Reserved  Reserved 

 
 

[Insert new section 11.20.4] 
 

11.20.4 Feedback Request subheader mini-TLV 
 

This format of Feedback request subheader is specified in Table 14a. The Feedback subheader, when used, shall always 
be the last per-PDU subheader as specified in 6.3.2.2. The support of Feedback subheader is PHY specification specific. 

The BS uses the Feedback request subheader to allocation dedicated UL resource for obtaining the feedback value form 
an MSS  

 
 Feedback Request subheaer mini-TLV format  
 

Name Length (bits) Description 
Feedback request subheader {   
UIUC 4  

Feedback type 4 Shall be set according to Table 7b 
Allocation offset 6 Define the offset, in unit of slots, begin from the ending slot 

which occupies the highest numbered subchannel in the 
highest numbered OFDMA symbol of UL sub-frame.  

No.slot 1 Number of slot that is given in multiples of 2 
Frame offset(F) 1 Indicate to start reporting at the frame . If F == 0, the 

allocation applies to the UL subframe two frames ahead of 
the current frame. If F==1, four frames ahead of the current 
frame. 

}   
 

[Modify the following sentence in the Line 48, page 22] 
 

Six Seven types of subheaders may be present in a MAC PDU with generic MAC header. The per-PDU subheaders 
(i.e., Mode Selection Feedback, Mesh, Fragmentation, Fast-feedback allocation and Grant Management) may be 
inserted in MAC PDUs immediately following the Generic MAC header. If both the Fragmentation subheader and 
Grant Management subheader are indicated, the Grant Management subheader shall come first. If the Mesh subheader is 
indicated, it shall precede all other subheaders. In the downlink, the FAST-FEEDBACK Fast-feedback Allocation 
subheader shall always appear as the last per-PDU subheader, while in the uplink the Mode Selection Feedback 
subheader shall always appear as the last per-PDU subheader. The feedback request subheader, if indicated in DL 
Generic MAC header, shall always appear as the last per-PDU subheader in a DL MAC PDU. The Mode selection 
Feedback subheader, if indicated in UL Generic MAC header,shall always appear as the last per-PDU subheader in a 
UL MAC PDU. 

 
[ Modify the following section 11.7.17 ] 
11.7.17 MSS Mode Selection Feedback support 

This field indicates the support of Mode Selection Feedback. 
 

  Type  Length Value Scope 
 20    1 Bit #0 : Mode Selection Feedback sub-header Supported 

Bit #1 : Mode Selection Feedback header Supported 
Bit #2 : Feedback request subheader Supported 
Bit #3-#7 : Reserved 

REG-REQ 
REG-RSP 

 
 


